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The ITAM Dream Team: How to Build and Maintain It
At the 1988 Summer Olympics in Seoul, South Korea, the United States national basketball team was made 
up of top college players – and finished in third place. This disappointing result spurred a movement to 
allow professionals to compete in the Olympics, which was set into motion for the 1992 Summer Olympics.  
The first ten players selected for the team were some all-time NBA greats that were at or near the peaks of 
their professional careers: Michael Jordan, Larry Bird, Magic Johnson, Charles Barkley, Scottie Pippen, John 
Stockton, Karl Malone, Patrick Ewing, Chris Mullin and David Robinson. They formed the “Dream Team,” and 
together they made history.

How can assembling the 1992 U.S. Olympic Basketball Dream Team be compared with building your 
internal IT Asset Management (ITAM) organization? Both situations demonstrate the importance of putting 
professionals in place rather than amateurs when you are seeking the best outcome. Your company will realize 
its organizational and financial goals more quickly when you hire professionals. Experience matters with 
respect to your ITAM organization.

What are the components of an ITAM Dream Team, and how do you build and maintain it?

ITAM Programs of the Past
Over the years, many organizations have tried to develop ITAM programs with a focus on tools before 
people and process.  Leading analyst firm Gartner, Inc. has been stating for many years that an effective 
ITAM program should be comprised of 80% people and process and 20% tools and technology. 

Tools are very important to automate as many processes and functions as possible within your ITAM program. 
However, they have limitations.  For example, an auto-discovery tool cannot find all your IT assets. It may 
be able to identify a virtual server, but cannot necessarily detect the cluster where the server resides. In 
another example, a software license management system cannot perform all the functions that are required 
to track licenses throughout their entire life cycle. Tools are getting better and can do more, but there are 
still limitations.

ITAM Programs of the Future
Let’s take a look at how ITAM programs need to evolve to create a “Dream Team” scenario. ITAM programs 
require a combination of business intelligence and business analytics. By way of definition, business intelligence 
is computer-based tools and techniques used to identify, extract and analyze business data. Business intelligence 
is what tools bring to your ITAM program.

Business analytics are the skills, technologies and practices for investigation of past business performance, 
and provide insight into business planning. Business analytics are what people bring to the process.
  
Business intelligence and business analytics must work together in your ITAM program to produce the 
detailed and complete information required to enable the best business decisions about your IT assets.

People are a critical component of your ITAM program, so it is important to find the right resources to build 
a strong team.

ITIL v3 Recommended ITAM Roles
What are the primary roles to consider when building your ITAM team?  In the ITIL v3 Guide to Software 
Asset Management, ITIL recommends the following primary roles: Management Sponsor, Legal Director, 
Service Asset Manager, Configuration Manager, IT Asset Manager, Software Asset Manager, Software Asset 
Management (SAM) Process Owner and Asset Analysts.



The following table (Table 1) lists these roles with a brief description of the major responsibility associated 
with each one. More detail on these roles will be provided in the next section of this document.

Role Responsibility

Management Sponsor Ensures sufficient budget and resources

Legal Director (for software assets) Ensures more rapid progression of SAM program implementation

Service Asset Manager/
Configuration Manager

Owns Service Asset and Configuration Management processes, 
which include much of the scope of SAM

IT Asset Manager Manages all IT assets and maintains  the IT asset database

Software Asset Manager Manages all software assets and maintains software license data 
in the IT asset database

SAM Process Owner Ensures overall effectiveness and efficiency of ITAM processes

Asset Analysts Maintain up-to-date and historical records of IT assets

Table 1. Primary ITAM Roles

In addition, ITIL v3 recommends adding complementary roles that typically reside within other groups outside 
the primary ITAM team. These roles may interface with the core ITAM team on a regular basis: Security 
Manager, Auditors (internal and external), Procurement Manager, Legal Counsel, Change Manager, Release 
and Deployment Manager, SAM Consultant, Management Tool Analyst and Service Desk Manager.

The following table (Table 2) lists the complementary roles and their respective responsibilities.

Role Responsibility

Security Manager Ensures that all software is maintained at recommended security 
patch levels

Auditors (internal and external) Review and audit ITAM processes for efficiency, effectiveness and 
compliance

Procurement Manager Oversees all aspects of procurement process within end-user 
organization

Legal Counsel Provides legal advice and handles contractual issues

Change Manager Ensures that authenticated licensed software is deployed to ap-
proved locations

Release and Deployment Manager Ensures overall effectiveness and efficiency of ITAM processes

SAM Consultant Provides advice and guidance on SAM best practices

Management Tool Analyst Implements, configures and customizes tools to automate pro-
cesses

Service Desk Manager
Ensures all contacts with the service desk that uncover instances of 
unauthorized or unapproved software are reported through the 
SAM exception process

Table 2. Complementary Roles

Although each of these roles is suggested, it is important to assess your specific organization and its 
requirements to determine the right combination of resources for your ITAM team.
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The ITAM Dream Team
How do you build your ITAM Dream Team?  Before you get started, there are several important considerations 
that should be addressed:

• What are your organization’s business drivers and pain points? What problems are you trying to 
solve?

• What is the size of your company? How many assets are you trying to manage? Are these assets 
in your desktop or data center environment – or both?

• What is your resource availability? Do you have people with ITAM experience already inside your 
company who can join your team? Do you need to hire external resources?

• What is the budget for ITAM? Do you have an executive sponsor?
• What are your short and long-term goals for the ITAM program?
• How will you measure the success of your ITAM program?

The answers to these questions will establish the framework for building your ITAM team.

The Management Sponsor
The very first resource you will need is a Management Sponsor. Without one, your ITAM program will never 
get off the ground. The Management Sponsor ensures that sufficient budget and resources can be obtained, 
the organizational culture is developed to enable ITAM processes to succeed, and the visibility of the ITAM 
program is maintained.

In the basketball Dream Team example, your Management Sponsor can be compared to David Stern, the 
NBA Commissioner. He has been the commissioner since 1984 and has made a significant impact on the 
growth and awareness of the NBA. He also helped launch the WNBA.

The IT Asset Manager
The first working member of your ITAM Dream Team is the IT Asset Manager, who is like a coach, a conductor 
or a facilitator.  

The most effective approach is to appoint an experienced ITAM Manager.  Many companies fill the role of 
IT Asset Manager with a person who has no previous experience. The inexperienced manager spends too 
many cycles trying to learn about ITAM and determine direction and strategy – wandering around conferences, 
conducting research and consulting with peers. This approach can obviously be used, but it takes much 
longer to be effective. Make sure your ITAM Manager has done the job before.

The IT Asset Manager is responsible for the management of all IT assets and should understand process, 
tools requirements and capabilities, and possess analytic skills. Additionally, the ITAM Manager needs 
relationship management skills. He or she must be able to build strong relationships with other internal 
groups to successfully influence them to participate in the ITAM process and generate the information that is 
required.

In our basketball Dream Team analogy, your IT Asset Manager can be compared with Chuck Daly, the head 
coach of the U.S. Olympic Basketball Team. Daly was an American basketball  coach who led the Detroit 
Pistons to consecutive NBA Championships in 1989 and 1990, and the Dream Team to the men’s basketball 
gold medal at the 1992 Summer Olympics. When Daly was appointed coach of the Dream Team, he had 
a proven track record in NBA coaching, just as your IT Asset Manager should have previous experience and 
demonstrated success leading an ITAM organization.



The Software Asset Manager
Most of the cost savings and avoidance opportunities are found in software licensing and maintenance, so it 
is important to have an effective Software Asset Manager on your team.

The Software Asset Manager is responsible for management of all software assets and should understand 
the software licensing terms and metrics of the leading software suppliers, as well as tools capabilities such 
as discovery and license management. The Software Asset Manager should possess financial analysis skills 
and have previous experience working in a SAM organization.

The Process Owner
The Process Owner builds and documents the processes that will be used to track and manage the IT assets 
through the stages of the lifecycle: Request, Procure, Receive, Deploy, Move Add Change, Retire and 
Dispose.  The Process Owner will also design procedures for managing audits, true-ups, compliance and 
other activities that reside within the ITAM program.

The Tools Analyst
The Tools Analyst ensures that the ITAM tools are generating complete and accurate data and are working 
as intended.

The Tools Analyst must have a thorough understanding of ITAM tools, be able to develop scripts, build 
processes around tools usage and train the people who will be running and using them.

The ITAM Analyst
The ITAM Analyst is responsible for tracking deployments and maintaining up-to-date and historical records 
of IT assets.  The ITAM Analyst provides the business analytics, which were described earlier, by transforming 
and normalizing raw data into useful information that can be used to make important business decisions 
about your IT assets.

When building an ITAM Dream Team, it is important to understand that no two organizations are identical.  
Each individual organization must determine which roles are the most critical to the success of its program.  

A Tale of Two Companies
Let’s compare and contrast two companies that took opposite approaches in building their ITAM teams.

Company A was in a bind and needed to put an ITAM team in place quickly. They had received an audit 
letter from one of their major software suppliers and realized that they were in no position to sit across 
the table to discuss compliance when they were unclear about their current status. They assigned a team 
comprised of existing staff that lacked any real ITAM experience. The team prepared for the audit manually, 
collecting software license deployment data that was compiled on numerous spreadsheets by various 
departments within the company. They delayed the audit for a few months because it was taking so long 
to consolidate the data that was required. In the end, the software supplier determined that Company A 
was out of compliance and presented them with a bill for $1 million. Due to their ad hoc, manual processes, 
decentralization and lack of confidence in their software asset data, Company A was unsure that they were 
actually out of compliance. Because they could not prove otherwise, they paid the bill.

Company B, on the other hand, took a proactive approach and employed an experienced ITAM team. They 
searched their business network for ITAM professionals and used job boards to find additional candidates.  
Company B hired an experienced ITAM Manager who was able to jump-start the organization and put a 
team of professionals in place.
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Company B received an audit notification from one of their leading software suppliers. They had documented 
processes on audit preparation and readiness and an ITAM program that generated accurate and complete 
data about their software assets and entitlements. The auditor provided Company B with a bill for $1.5 mil-
lion that they believed was owed for software. However, Company B was able to successfully challenge the 
audit findings by providing accurate deployment data to prove that they were actually in compliance with 
their software agreements.

Due to their approach, Company B was able to demonstrate significant wins and justify their existence within 
the first six months of starting the program. This helped the ITAM organization gain increased sponsorship 
and funding to grow and improve their program. In contrast, because Company A hired an inexperienced 
ITAM manager who had to spend a lot of time on ITAM education and research to determine how to build 
the organization and program, it took two years to demonstrate any real progress. The ITAM organization 
was unable to gain additional sponsorship and funding to enhance the program and Company A continued 
to be in a position of significant financial risk.

Finding and Maintaining the ITAM Dream Team
How do you find your ITAM Dream Team? There are several approaches.

First, find an experienced ITAM Manager through networking, posting a job online, using a placement firm 
or outsourcing the role. Networking through IAITAM (International Association of IT Asset Managers) and 
attending conferences is a great way to find ITAM professionals. If you are unable to identify the resource 
you are seeking, reach out to a firm that provides ITAM outsourcing to look at other options. You can hire 
from within for any role as long as your resource has the appropriate skills and experience.

How do you maintain your ITAM Dream Team?  It is very important to create a positive work environment 
where your team can grow. Continually provide training and education, establish career paths and put 
financial incentives in place. For example, set up a bonus structure based on cost savings and cost avoidance 
opportunities that your team identifies. This can be based on MBOs (Management by Objectives) with a 
quarterly bonus structure.

The most significant value-add that your Dream Team can provide is the ability to identify cost savings and 
avoidance opportunities. The ITAM organization continues to justify its existence this way, which makes it 
easier to maintain management sponsorship.

In conclusion, when building your ITAM organization, follow these guidelines:

• Evaluate your organization’s business drivers, goals, budget and resource availability for ITAM
• Structure the ITAM team based on the results of the evaluation
• Ensure that the IT Asset Manager and team members have previous ITAM experience
• Create an environment that fosters training, education, career growth and financial incentives to 

sustain your Dream Team.

With this approach, you will create and successfully maintain your ITAM Dream Team.
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About Siwel Consulting, Inc.
Siwel helps organizations deal with the new and significant realities of IT Asset Management. We have been designing and 
implementing successful ITAM solutions for Fortune 50 through middle market companies since 1998. This experience has 
taught us that to be successful, your ITAM program must combine accurate, real-time business intelligence with business analyt-
ics that enable your organization to make the best decisions about your strategy, finances and technology. Whether you en-
gage Siwel to advise on a contract or audit issue, to identify gaps, risks and opportunities for cost-savings in your current ITAM 
program, to develop a comprehensive new program for you to run, or to manage your entire ITAM program in the cloud, your 
organization will benefit from timely, accurate information analyzed and interpreted by the foremost experts in the field.
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